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OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT
To obtain the change in the longltudonal moment of a low winged mono-
plane caused by the addition of the propulsive \init operating at yarlous
conditions of power.
To construct possible working charts for use In calculating this change
from power off wind tunnel tests of scale models.
DESCRIPTION Oy APPARATUS
The G.A.L.C.I.T. propeller powered model was used for the tests meuie in
this investigation. The model was complete with fuselage, wings, tail sur-
fgices, N.A.C.A. Cowl, three bladed propeller, electric motor.
The motor was a 12 H.P. electric motor rated at 12000 r.p.m. Since the
model was one-sixth full scale the full scale power was 36 x 12 432 H.P.
No^rh re p
This was approximately the full power of the low-winged monoplaneAalpha, with
which the model was nearly geometrically similar. The pl^opeller blade sec-
tlons were of the same form as the Hamilton Staoidard 111-0,20 Blade with
tips cut to 18".
The torque, r.p.m. were measured accordiivg to the following description.
The schematic diagram is shown in figure ^ and the timiisg circuit in figure 3.
The torque developed by the propeller is opposed in equal amount by the
resisting moment in twist by the torqxie bar. A soft iron bar mounted on the
torque bar and operating between the pole faces of colls (l) and (2) moves
with the twist of the torque bar, varying their impedance. The change in
impedance is indicated by balancing the bridge by means of the variable re-
sistance. A calibration curve of a known torques and their corresponding






























used. The resistance readings for balsmce of the bridge were tuen converted
to kllogram-raetera "by the c.-^-libration curve. For calibration, known weights
were placed on pans suspended by knife edges to the ends of a 50 cm. bar
mounted on the atator.
A revolution counter was geared to the rotor and leads from the con-
tJfactors were introduced into the timing circuit. This imltiple relay
circuit was actiaated by a pendulum and the number of contacts were counted
by an impulse counter over a period of approxiiriately 10 seconds. The timing
circuit was calibrated against a crystal controlled 50 cycle current several
times during each run to obtain timing intervals. The quantities angle of
attack, drag, lift and moments were measured in the normal manner by the
&.A.L.C.I.T. six component balance system.
THEOBT PERTAINING TO LONaiTUDONAL STATIC STABILITY
FOE mJACCELEEATED RECTILINEAR FLIGHT
The development of the charts in this paper as well as the method of
attack upon the problem was based upon the theoretical treatment of longi-
tudonal static stability by Dr. C« B. Millikan in his course of aerodynajaiics
at Calif. Ins. of Tech.
The most suitable method of indicating the degree of power for airplanes
in unaccelerated rectilineajf flight is the power parameter (©) developed by
Millikan and is equal to the negative of the resultant drag divided by the
lift. Its development is herewith repeated:
ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF POWER ON LIFT, DRAG,
AND PERF0R1/.ANCE
In order to give a satisfactory discussion of this subject, it is neces-
saiy to analyze the problem somewhat more closely than is customary. With
(2)

this in view, let us consider an airplane in cllmting (or gliding) unac-
celerated flight. The forces acting in the direction of the flight path
may be split up into a thrust, T, a drag, D, and a gravity force -'.s shown
in Fig. 4.
The eouilibrixom condition is







The precise definition of D and T has not yet been given. However, be-
fore discussing this question, let ua first transform Eq. (l) to a more
familiar and convenient form. Multiplying "by Y, expressing T in terms of




C^ i°<,^ )c^SV^W3lneV= P7'(H,J) (2)
where the variables upon which Cp and ^ may depend have been explicitly in-
dicated in parentheses. It will be noted that £q. (2) is just the usual
performance equation.
We have Just stated that the precise significance of D and T in Eq. (l)
had not yet been given. This means that in Eq. (2), C^ and ^ have not yet
(3)

been exactly defined. Actually we niay define either one in a rather arbi-
trary fashion, the other is then determined by the fact that the forces
must be in equilibrium, i.e. Dq* (2) must be satisfied.
It has been customary in the past to define Oq (f^iJ ) by equating it to
Gq i'^) which is the drag coefficient of the airplane without propeller.
Then in order that Eq. (2) may be satisfied, the propeller efficiency ''?(*<'»*-')
should be replaced by a propulsive efficiency''^ {°(,'J) determined from wind
tunnel tests on an airplane or model with propeller running, and for all per-
tinent values of J ando(. Eq. (2) would then take the form
Ot^J<\)aS Y ^ H sine 7 ' ?^{o(,J) (3)
Practically all propulsive efficiency investigations in the past have
been restricted to the case of zero inclination of the thrust axis, so that
the dependence of ''^ on J is well known, while its dependence on <^ has been
very little discussed. It was one of the essential aims of the present series
of tests to furnish data on this variation of propulsive efficiency with
thrust axis inclination. The data so obtained could be presented in the form
of a series of normal propulsive efficiency charts each corresponding to a
definite value of o( or thrust axis inclination. However, the complications
introduced into normal performance calculations, throiigh the necessity of
using such a family of propulsive efficiency charts, would be so overwhelm-
ing that is is very doubtful whether the data would be of any practical searvice
An entirely different method of presenting the results, based on a rather dif-
ferent point of view with respect to the performance equation is here suggested
and gives the data in such a form that the designer can use them in perfor-
mance estimation without any essential modification to the normal calculation
proce ure^
See^RoiseLU, Alt Coy, /^«t<.<^^/v pAp*»- /Vo.3 vot.s^ J. -^ J./7.S.
(4)

fIn Introducing this new method we return to Eq. (2) and replace ? (<*'»'-')
"by a propulsive efficiency ^o W) which is determined from mea8\irement a at
zero inclination of the thrust axis, i.e. To is just the propulsive efficiency
which is customarily given in the standard propeller charts. Then in order
that Bq. (2) may be satisfied, we must replace Cpby an effective drag coef-
ficient, Oq so that the performance equation now takes the form:
^D^ (-^'^ ) ^ S V t W Sine y = P 7o (J) (4)
(Note that at zero inclination of the thmst axis, Eqs. (3) and (4) are
identiceil, i.e.,"*? *Vo and C^ C^ ) . With this equation, performance is
calculated in exactly the normal manner, using the standard propulsive ef-
ficiency charts, the only modification being that Oq^\% used instead of C^ •
We shall return later to the discussion of how this modification is aocooH
pllshed and shall see that no considerable additional labor is required. We
must first, however, investigate the manner in which C^^may be determined





























In Pig. 5 the forces, in the direction of the relative wind, which act
on the model mounted in the wind tunnel are indicated. R is the resultant
force exerted by the model on the dra^ rigging , taken as positive in the di-
recti on of the drag force. Hence the external force which the drag rigging
(5)

exerta on the aiodel la R, taken as positive in the direction of the thrust.
The diagram, which has been drawn with all forces positive, is exactly analo-
gous to the previous free-flight diagram, Pig. 4, except that the wind-tunnel
dlsigram corresponds to a case in which T ^ D, i.e. to an airplane in gliding
rather than climbing flight. The condition tliat the forces "be in equilib-
rium leads to the eqviation
' D = T > R,
or multiplying by V and defining the drag coefficient and propulsive effi-
ciency exactly as in Eq. (4):
^Oc ^*^'"-') ^
S V- R V =» PTo (^) (5)
Comparing with Eq. (4), we see that the wind tuniiel and free-flight equations
are identical if
R • - W sin a (6)
This means that the resultant force exerted by the drag balance on the model
plays exactly the same role in the wind txinnel as does the component of the
gravity force along the flight path in unaccelerated free flight. If we
determine values of C ^ in the wind tunnel for a series of values of R, the
former are identical with the values of C q In free flight for the corre-
sponding values of W sin©.
It appears now that we must deterraine C « as a fvmctlon of three inde-
pendent parameters^
, J , and R. However, it is easy to see that only two
are independent. Dividing Eq. (5) ly a S V and introducing the coefficient
of resultant force Cq =* R/ S we obtain
(6)

But, at a given ^ , 'O/^ls a function only ofi^', I.e. , J "* i/ (y, C-) . Hence,
introducing torque and revolutions per second,
It is convenient to replace the varial)le «< by the lift coefficient C^ since
the latter is the essential parameter in the free fli^t case. If we define
the lift as the resultant aerodynamic force perpendicular to Y (including
any contrihution from inclined thrust), then the wind tunnel measurements
give ov *'T (0|,), (of. yig. 8). Hence we ohtain the final equation for the
determination of Cp t
C<)C^ Q;4, ^^ ^ are measured in the wind tunnel, Dia. and S are known,
and ^oU) iB ohtained from propulsive efficiency charts corresponding to
lero thrust Inclination.
It now only remains to express C« in terms of a parameter having a sig-
nificance in free fli^t. If we follow the definition given above and take
L as the resultant aerodynamic force perpendicular to the relative wind
(flight path), then we see from Fig. 4* that for unaocelerated, rectilinear
fli^t
L f cos 0.
Combining with Eq. (6)




C « - Of^ tan . (8)
Hence our wind tunnel observations finally give
(9)
C
The results may then be expressed in the form of a family of polars of C -. •Q.
C^ each polar corresponding to a constant eingle of climb (or glide) 8 , G,
then, is the parameter which represents the power condition of the model.
These polars will have somewhat the character of those in fig. 6, possess-
ing a common intersection at the C^ corresponding to zero thrust axis incli-
nation, which will normally be near the high speed attitude of the airplane.
We return finally to the question of how such data can most easily be
used in performance analyses, following Oswald (N.A.C.A. Tech. Bep. No. 408)





(A.R. aspect ratio = ^/ S, and q„~ parasite drag coefficient)
where e is chosen so as to determine as nearly a constant value ofOp as
is possible over the flying range. Now since all of the polars will normally
intersect close to the axis, C^* C, Oq will be prswjtically the same for all,
and the effect of variations in © can be taken into accoxmt by varying e
(8)

only. Thlt means that we may present all of the wind tunnel data pertinent
to nonnal performance calculations by giving
e = e (©). (11)
Performance calculations may then be carried otit in the conventional manner
except that for any particular angle of climb the appropriate value of e, amd
hence of span loading, must be taken.
Before proceedijog to a discussion of the experimental results in the
light of the above considerations, it might be pointed out that angle of
climb as introduced above appears to be the most satisfactory dimensionless
parameter which can be found for describing the condition of power output
under which an airplane is operating. Not only the performance character-
istics of this section, but also the stability and control results of the
next are presented in terms of this convenient parameter •
The following development of the static longitudonal moment is presented;
The moment due to the wing and fuselage is equal to
CM^.r^u^[(i-H-i%^^^-
Where /3C>i is the additional moment due to the fuselange and La/o ^^ **-^®
moment of the wing about its A.C. "b" is positive when the center of gravity
is below the A.Cjf, Clockwise moments are positive. /^ ^-^ -«. 7 is the ef-








Where "t* la the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing. S^. is the area of
horizontal tail surfaces. V^ is the velocity of the air over the tail.
IT* t. is known as the tall-wing volrame ratio.
V; < V .-. Let T-t- ^.
Q^ = 'i.e, e^o — <2.o (c<^ - Downwash angle)
Where ca^^ ^ qC- "/t ( qCand °f* measured from zero lift)
£^ is downwash due to tail
ti*, is downwash due to wing
Assuming elliptical lift distribution





^ ^ •- rr/n^ /7>«^ ^^^ - '^<f
}
Collecting
Putting (2) in (l)
(2)
GENERAL EFFECTS OF POWEH
The effects of power on the wings are:
The visual effects of power on the flow over the wings as viewed in the
smoke tunnel of the N.A.CtA. at Langley Field showed,
1) Increase of velocity over the wings.
2) Delaying of the separation to higher angles of attack.
Increasing the velocity increases the parasite drag, Induced drag and
the lift for the same angle of attack. The delaying of separation increases
the angle of stall.
The probahle effects of power on the tail (based on power off formulae) are:




a) Elliptical lift distribution.
b) Downwash due to the wing at the tail is twice the downwash of
the wing.
The lift distribution is generally not elliptical, which is one small
error. The downwash at the tail due to the wing with power on or power off
has not been proven to be that assumed.
7or em untwisted wing any error in (a) should give a constant error,
while change in downwash may give a varying effect with power. The latter
will give an effective change in the tall efficiency
"?t: •
c) Yt will absorb changes in velocity over the tail due power.
Therefore, if power increases the velocity over the tail,*^
should become larger.
Now if Cv|^ power off and power on are compared at same Q then the only
changes in^^ will be for (c) which is known to increase with power, and ad-
ditional change in downwash angle.
TESTING PEDCEDUBE
The testing procedure is essentially the same as that used by Russell
and McCoy, and fully described in the Jotirnal of the Institute of Aeronautical
Sciences, Jan\iary, 1936, issue. A brief outline follows.
The standard wind tunnel testing procedure plus the addition of the
torque and revolution counter apparatus will give all the necessary data for
evaluating Oi^ ^Lj CeT^ne^ for various angles of attack and elevator angles,
provided that a typical airplane to which the model conforms is selected and
a traverse of the area between the power available and the power required
CTirves 1» Ttade.
Th« typical airplane selected was the Northrop Alpha since it was very
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of the model, assumed f>all scale data, aerodynamic and Derformance Tetrameters.
The variation of r. p.m. with velocity was tav©n from w.A.C.A. i^eport
No. 408. From the a.A.I.C.I.T. prow^lslve efficiency charts and the above
report the value of Y ^as determined as a fxanctlon of velocity. As«^tmln^
constant engine torqne, r.p.m. and^ ^ve thrust horse-Dower available as a
function of velocity.
The sea-level thrust horsepower reoulred was evaluated »« a fSi^ctlon of
velocity from the performance parameters.
A propulsive efficiency curve for the blade angle determined was then
obtained experimentally from wind tunnel tests to check the accuracy of the
apparatus
.
Figure 7 • shows the power cui^e obtained. These were then transformed
into those shown in Figure °. for a wind tunnel guide during the testing pro-
cedure.
This was carried out for the complete airplsme and for the wing-fuselage
combination. The restiltant curves are shown in Figures /? ^/v</ /3.
EXPiMMENTAL BESULTS
The plot of Q vs. O for power on and power off is presented in Figure /O
and shows that Cq^ eqxials Cq for level flight. Therefore, "e" power on may
be taken as "e" power off.
Figure i shows the increase in lift with power, also the velocity vs.
angle of attack curves for power on and power off. The latter curves show the
evident decrease in the stalling speed due to increased lift.
The plot of C|. vs. ^o of the wing-fuselage is presented in Figure -2i.
The increment of thrust contributing to lift is included in the curves but is
very small, ranging from -.001 at«(6= -2.°8 to C*^^= -.0132 at «(o= 8.°7.
(13)
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INVESTIGATION OF EXPEHIV2NTAL RESULTS
The presentation of the change in moment of the wlng-fnaelage combina-
tion with power did not seem to present any grer.t difficulty.
The presentation of the change in the moment of the tall with power was
more complicated because any normal method of presentation would have to con-
tain C^ as an additional function, and this should "be avoided if possible.
The author decided that the discussion on Page -^^ showed the possible
adaption of the tail efficiency as the most likely method of obtaining re-
sults that would be independent of Cj^ and whose percentage changes would be
applicable to any configuration of a low winged monoplane.
The power effect was divided into three classes.
1) Percentage change in moments of the wing-fuselage due to power .
^^'^^
<-^ i (O) (where C*i^^is Cn*,^ at Q * O )
Evaluating A Cn^,t "^ ^^u'/:^= Oo^^r^ " A Ol^^
2) Percentage change in moments of the tail due to power .
where A =» ^*^*
B
JK?/
But (Tt ~'/^ . ^
'
'and can be evaluated from t/>^vs. ^i,
A may vary with power, but if A is considered constant any change ruay






But Gft ^8 measured in W.T.T.
B may vary with power on.
A Is known (any change Is lncl\ided in ^?t) •
->?^«' *"«"^V ( "^t^ls measured in f .T.T.)
•'• ct^ Bpt and ^t: are needed and can be evaluated
from power model experiments.
3) Increment o-^ moment due to thrust .
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Power on runs (as given on Page/3.
)
1. Same as 1 for power off
2. Same as 2 "
3. Same as 3 "
4. Same as 4 "
5. Same as 5 "




Use of W.T. data
a) tan© ,Q .^o .C*i »^ » Q)e '^ were calcnlatrd.
b) 0| V9.^ was plotted for all rtins — power on and power off.
c) Curves of constant tan© were faired through experinental polnta
on ^/» vs . tfc ,
d) For Q values at every .1 Interval, values of C^ and tan Q
were tabulated.
e) For same value of Q^ the value of C^j (wing-fuselage) was sub-
tracted from Oi (complete airplane) for same condition of power
(tan •), This -^ave value of C*7^ for same power conditions at
various values of "e".
f) C/^^vs.Q. for same "e" and various power conditions was
plotted (Figure /5).
g) From Tt""" ~77r^ ( Ze^t ('• ^..S 1 *^® values of Y^ were calcu-
lated '^'•'^•' ' and variation of f^/.<P.^ Cto-'(tp
• Co
was plotted vs. tan© and ^Cf^ (Figure i6}.
Elimination of thrust from moment





Also tan © =i ^ Qi, * • ^/*7- ' O" ^
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Horizontal Co(nf>. of thrust niust equal resultant drag
or i-r - -r
-rCe>i>0(
^'^ thrust V, cosw / It
For model
^=: .Of
1) In plot of ^/^»/iva.C^ moment due to thrust was calculated
and suhtracted from ^A ^u,/= due to power
(Figure I3A.)
,
giving ^ Ct^/rless thrust increment. This new ^Ca^^
due primarily to increase in velocity was plotted and the change
in slope and intercept plotted in Figure /
7
j) Figures ^y to // were plotted for change in ^ and Co ,
(complete airplane)




1) The addition of power is destahiliilng (statically).
2) The destabilization is definitely dependent upon the area of wing and
tail exposed to slip stream.
3) Destebilization caused by the tall varies with vertical position of
tail with reference to M.A«C. chord of wing.
(17)

4) The change In moment due to thrust must be calculated.
5) Investigation of low-winged monoplane without tail and with various
air-foil sections of same spam, chord, etc., to coo^are AC^^^^^with
Clark T as used in this investigation.
6) Construction of similar charts for high winged monoplane from data
of 0.1..L.C.I.T. Report 148
.
published in 701.3, Ho. 3, J. of I.A .3.
is desirable.
7) Evaluation of /^c/(power on) in dynamic stability from this report and
O.A«L«C.I.T. Report 148 should be attempted.
8) night testing of all planes when time permits; for further checking
of the charts presented in this report. At present there is very




The calculation of the effect of power upon Longitudonal Static Stability
has been divided into three general steps.
a) Change in the wing-fuselage moment curve due to increase in
velocity.
b) Moment due to thrust.
c) Change in the tail moment curve due to addition of power.
II
CORRECTION 0? WING-fUSSLAqS MCl.(2IsT CUBVS
It is to be noted in the plot of lift versus angle of attack that the
increment of lift increases with angle of attack. Now at angles of attack
below zero the thmst will tend to decrease, rather than increase the lift.
However, the chart shows an Increase of the increment of lift with angle of
attack. Actual calculations of the contribution of lift due to thrust shows
it to be very small ctMnpared to Increment due to increase in velocity. ?rom
the above considerations it is apparent that the area of the wing exposed to
the slipstream mast enter directly into the increase of moment due to in-
crease of velocity with power.





which is to be multiplied by factors on Figure I 7 for obtaining change in
lntez^:ept and slope.
Ill
MOyjINT DUE TO THRUST




COHRgCTION or TAIL MOyEKT CUHVSS
The ourres Figure IS show the change in slope and intercept with addition
of power.
the, cur^^s i im -fi«jf. JS.
A/
CHAKGB OF SLOPE .TITH VERTICAL POSITION
K.A.C.A. Report 539 shows a variation in dowgiwfsh and —
—^ with vertical
















Thl. show, that -7^^-. S(^ > ^) ^^/,)
^. '?t-n
-^
Now ct-fl- 'c Q _, and / '^^








Now N.A.C.A. Report 539 shows that for tail lengths similar to model the
minimum position for the tail is along the designer's chord line. Also, the
W.rT. report shows that the tail efficiency is a ratio of vertical height of
tail above this minimum position* The model has given a position other than
the minimum position and therefore any other point along the curve can he








CHANGE or SLOPE WITH EXPOSED AR£A
I
Most modem airplanes hare a —^ ~ -lo if the propeller diameter is
drawn straight back to the tail. Similarly with the model. For this reason
the entire tail is considered as bein^ in the slipstream and correction
factor similar to wing-fuselage factor becomes 1.
CHANGE OF IIJTSRCEPT
The same correction factors will be used as for change in slope. The
percentage change in intercept is from »ero atc^o^to .o33 at up 20®,
which can in general be neglected, since .0100 is equivalent to a stabilizer
tfBoor
angle shift of^one-fourth degree.
It is apparent that the center of gravity mast be shifted to the same
position as the model for the wing-fuselage moment curve, power off condition,
in cases where the change in slope with power is other than zero.
SUGGSSTSD PROCSDUBg FOR COHRZCTION OF POWSR QJ? mVSST CURVES
DUE TO ADDITIOH OF POySR
a) Tabulate
/S"^ (^(^tti^ o^ ilx.^M.^t^f'nU TRILSOhFffCeS^
"t* (fi^B/ff^ce CHORO lIHt^/ioNT OF TfnC\
C' (PeiiPe/^ oicuLfiH Disrf?Ai(.s f=i<bn oesidf^^/is cf^oi-o c/^/^ To r/7/A
(22)

"b) Plot C%j V8.Q. (Complete airplane-power off)
Plot {^..^ V9.C (power off)
c) Calculate C/^^ vs.t^ (power off)
d) If Figure /7 shows change in slope for plot of £yC/t^ Q . T~/^t4 q
RoTRre C ^x/S TO C &. ^-. 31 a/v Plor OF Cr^^^ us. C
Pick off ^ ^^o/^ and '^ ^<^^
'"^ and multiply "by factor ^Se
.257
Correct slope and intercept of C/y^^ i/5.C^
e) Calculate moment due to thrust and add to resultant of (d)
For tan«^o
_
f) For ar)T)roprie.te tan d and ^Cr^f^ pick off /6 "?r-
Then
/ / '^ / -^/ ^^ ~ ( ^ ?r ) / percentage correction i
••
^7c ^7^, O^^' :"Vf^7^,^
Plot Q^^ vs. ^
g) Add C^^ vs.^ to w^^^ vs.Qto obtain
(^p vs . <^t,
h) For new d". (5. position needed for desired stability compute new value
of tail length and repeat (f).
(23)

It must be remembered that the elevator or stabilizer angle will
be In error because the model had a fixed elevator, whereas flight tests
have free elevator, which changes Intercept and slope of the tall moment
curve.
In general, the position of the center of gravity needed for a
given stability agrees within Q. 01 of the flight test data available for
entirely different types of airplanes than was used in the investigation.
a5ree^:ent with fliokt test data
i /^RKE ryp^ ^';^c Cu CT«//i> <^ (C.6.> -^•^^-r^A METH 00
UMh^^iL -.LO 73 .US' FLiCttT
•« »• -.10 3 .x^<^ ^.r CRLCoLm^Q
*•
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d .^- ^3^ @ I =.2
/f^w ^ 7. 7
thrust /?r/»^ F^ /^.V
^^ /9.5- _ ,3 7
A^ <tl±.
esw
/ -f- is z:
.3 0C
J.^ytr
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